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Clinical Program Springs to Life
The newly designed clinical program offers
students a structured introduction to lawyering
skills and a lot of client contact. In cooperation
with four local agencies, the new civil practice
clinic focuses on cases dealing with housing,
welfare and employment issues.
Franklin Delivers Tobriner Lecture
Historian John Hope Franklin took the current
Supreme Court to task for what he sees as a new
insensitivity to civil rights concerns.
on the cover:
Students in the new civil practice
clinic get lots of client contact as
well as instruction in pertinent
substantive law and intensive
feedback on writing assignments,
court appearances and other
tasks. Pictured are Elizabeth
Johnsen '91 and Legal Assistance
to the Elderly client Josephine
Tarquini. See story on page 4.
Photo by Pamela Gentile.
ith over 1200 first time
contributors joining the list
of Hastings supporters,
1989/90 promises to be the
college's most successful
fundraising year.
Land Conservation Law
Institute Formned
Hastings and the Land Trust Alliance have
formed the Land Conservation Law Institute
Reaching Out to the Pacific Rim11
The first in a series of conferences focusing on
emerging issues affecting Pacific Rim nations
will take place this fall at Nihon University in
Tokyo, Japan. (pg. 3)
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faculty research &
publications
aigs iblessed
by both tradition
andinnlaio--fcuty
profesion pursuits.
r..... .
astngs success at its
ission to educate
students for the
practice of law depends
in the continuing
xc ec of oui fathy and the quality of
new Ifatcults appointments [he achievements
and prestige of tour 65 Club are well known
nationally and internationally, lint it is in
our regular faculty that we set our most
dramatic growth and change.
The current sear ha brought a number
of impoant change within our faculty
iclotting piromotions, retiements. new-hire'
and visitors; oUi acadeit progriam now
includes a irestruc tored cinical program
desiged toI offer ouN' stideits 'real-life'
P ent contact along with highly structured
classrooin components Thee change' are
tletailed throughut this magazine.
New Academi nDas
Principal aong th changes on our facut 
s the appointment of Professor Mars Kays
ane as atademidc an replacing Academic
)ean Danie 1 . Lathrope who has decided to
turn to full -tie teaching.
[he college owes ean 1 Lathiope a great
deal of than . H was appount"d 'acadlmic
dean tree years ago and served the first
sear of his appointmten the 1987-88 aca
dcemic yeatr, in the position of atting dean of
the college.During thai sear D ean L athroipe
proIvided the eadeship nec essary to mcas-
urabils iprose th college s fiscal tcontrol'.
imident rtelatins' citvelopmnt alumni
'ffoirtso an scho ashItp atiministratitin. I
have worked wit L)ean Lathrope very
closely over the lat two years and have
found his counsel and iunderstanding to be
invaluabe His scrvice as dean and then
academic (ean offered us the ontinuity
nec essarx to biegin fating the challenges and
problems of a large urban law school.
Though I will miss working wit him as an
administrator, I am happy to announce that
he will continue to lie at lastings as a fudl-
time faculty member teaching tax courses
and sports law. e will remain a strong
friend of the co lege and a priceless resource
for the administration.
Suc eeding Xcademic Dean Lathrope this
June is Professor Mary ay Kanet Profes-
sor Kane has been at Hastings sine 1977.
and served a' associate atcademi dean from
1980-82 and as acting academic dean duiing
the 1987-88 academic year- She is well
known and respected within the legal
community for her work in the area of civil
procedure, and is known at Hastings for her
exellent'e in teatching and clear-sightedness
as an adminitratoru.)are extremely
fortunate to have a person of Professor
Kane's charatcter and ablits to fill the
position of atcademic dean,
Faculty Promot lons .
The current seai has lirought three signf
cant promotions within our fu time faculty.
Profssors Margreth Barrett. rian Gray,
ant S'ott Snndby hase betn promotet tt the
rank of Professtir of Law with tenure.
Thfoiigh these three profesors al early inu
then' career', diftei in their atcademice
focurses, they share proven teaching skills as'
well as excellent scholarship. They have
distinguished academic records, all three
having served as editors-in-chief of their
respective law school journals
Professor Barrett joined the Hlastings
faculty in 1981 after crviug a a law clerk to
the Honorable Gerald Bard Tjoflat of the
United States C0icu nit Court of Yppea for the
Fifth 4 .reuit, and practicing law with
Howard Rice, Ncmeroxski anady
Robertson & F alk in San Francisco She
earned her, J1. at Duke Universit Schol
of Law,and has a BA and an MA.from
the University of South Florida. Her spe-
cialty is intellectual property, and she also
teaches the first-year property course.
Professor Brian Gras came to Hastings in
1981 after serving as a law cleek to the
onorah e Arlin M. Adams of the U nited
States Court of Appeas for the Third
Circuit, and practieing as an associate with
Howard., Rice,. Nemerovski, Canady.
Robertson& Falk. He has also served as an
adjunct member of the law faculty at
Stanford Unvxersity. He holds aB. A. from
Pomona College, and received his .1 D. from
Boalt. His specialty is environmental law
with strong interests in water resources and
land conservation.
Professor Scott Sundby came to Hastings
in 1984 with an undergraduate degree ftro
Vanderbilt and J.D. from Cornell Law
Schoo He served as a law clerk to the
Honorable Phyllis Kravitch of the Fleventh
4Circuit C ourt oif Appeals in Savannah,
Georgia. At Hastings he teaches~ tonstitui
tional law and criminal procedure.
see tolumni thre, p3
I
Lan Cons'..ervation Law
es ponding to the needs of the nations growi
number of land conservation or ganizations,
Hastings and The Land Trust Alliance have formed
the Land Conservation Law Institute.
This marks the first time a
major law school and a
national organization have
joined forces this way to
support America's land
conservation movement.
The Land Trust Alliance is
the national organization for
local and regional land
conservation groups. Operat-
ing in communities and states
nationwide, America's 800
separate land trusts have a
collective membership of
almost 700,000. Now the
fastest growing segment of the
conservation movement, one
new land trust is formed, on
the average, every seven
days. Land trusts and their
members have been respon-
sible for protecting two
million acres of conservation
land.
The new Institute, as the
only central source of re-
search and information on
land conservation law in the
United States, will focus
research on tax, land use,
exempt organizations, real
property, and estate planning
law. Programs will be tailored
not only to attorneys, but also
to volunteers and profession-
als working in land conserva-
tion. This joint venture, an
innovation of Hastings
Professors William Hutton
and Brian Gray, will offer
students an opportunity to
address legal issues currently
faced by conservation land
trusts around the country.
Jean Hocker, president of
the Land Trust Alliance, said,
"During the past decade, land
conservation has become
increasingly sophisticated.
Today, attorneys working in
the field need to be familiar
with a unique mix of subjects
from tax laws to toxic
wastes-a combination,
unfortunately, not part of the
traditional law school cur-
riculum. We feel the Institute
will fill a pressing need by
providing solid information
and authoritative research.
The Institute will serve the
interests of land trusts and
other land conservation
organizations as well as land
owners and their advisors."
Dean Read noted, "Land
conservation law has devel-
oped rapidly into a discipline
of its own, but one so new
that it still has many unan-
swered legal and policy
questions. It is an area that
will benefit from additional
scholarship. It is also a field
where everyday application
and understanding of the law
can help protect important
conservation properties. The
Institute will be a source of
both legal scholarship and
practical information on land
conservation law."
Professor William Hutton
Beginning in May 1990, the
Institute will publish a
monthly newsletter, "The
Back Forty," with the latest
information on legal and
environmental issues affecting
land conservation including
articles written by Hastings
students. In addition to
regular departments and case
studies, each edition will
focus on a subject of special
interest to land conservation
organizations. Students
writing for the newsletter will
improve their legal communi-
cation skills by researching
complex environmental issues
and writing legal analysis in
terms accessible to the
geieral public. Professors
Hutton and Gray are plan-
ning to offer a seminar
related to land conservation
issues next year.
Formation and operation
of the Land Conservation
Law Institute is made possible
by grants from the American
Conservation Association,
the National Fish and wild-
life Foundation, the 777 Fund
and the Public Resource
Foundation.
P.I.C.A.P. Moves Forward
(a.k.a. Student Loan Amnesty Program)
he Public Interest Career Assistance
Program was established in 1988 by
Hastings with the intent of easing
the loan repayment burden of graduates
working within the public interest. When
fully funded, the program could assist
qualified Hastings graduates with grants of
up to 90% of their student loan payments for
their first year of employment. The amount
of assistance will depend upon the amount of
salary and length of time an applicant has
held the qualifying job.
PICAP disbursements are limited to
those funds which are specifically made
available to the program. Thus, the level of
repayment will reflect equitable distribution
to program participants. Because of limita-
tions in funding, the program is currently
only open to graduates working within state,
local, or federal government who meet the
other criteria.
Whe wil be eligble?
hen fully funded, PICAP will be open to
al Hastings graduates who have outstanding
quai fying undergraduate or graduate loans,
earn $30,000 or less per year, and fulfill the
following three requirements.
1. Employment must be full time.
2. Employment must be law related en-
compassing a wide variety of legal work.
Applicant must pass a state bar or equivalent
within two years of graduation to remain
eligible.
3. Employment must satisfy one of the
following criteria to be considered "public
interest employment.
a. Non-profit work for an organization
qualifying for tax exemption under IRS Code
Sections 501(c)3, (c)4, or (c)5; or
b. Work for local, state, or federal
government; or
c. Other- the Financial Aid Committee will
review the application of any graduate whose
employment may satisfy the purposes of
PICAP but does not fall into (a) or (b).
However, as noted PICAP funding is
currently open only to those graduates who
qualify under 3(b).
Applications and diabursernent
The Financial Aid Office will make PICAP
2
disbursements in June and July of each year.
The first disbursements will be made in
January 1991; applications are due no later
than October 12, 1990. For an application
and additional information, please contact
Financial Aid at 415/565-4624.
Funding
PICAP is severely under-funded. The only
funds currently available to the program
were obtained through a bequest to the
college which created an endowment restrict-
ing aid payments to those working within
local, state, and federal government. Other
public interest employment is not eligible for
assistance through this bequest. Currently,
the college is pursuing other means of
funding to cover all possible recipients:
students have proposed an increase to their
incidental fees to be directed to PICAP and
the college is pursuing foundation and grant
funding as well as soliciting graduates for
their full financial support. If you would
like to get involved with PICAP or have
funding suggestions, please contact Bob
Irwin at 415/565-4805.
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The firstin a series of conferences focusing on emerging issues
affecting Pacific Rim nations wi'll take place this fall at Nihon
ihon and Hastings have agreed
to sponsor this series in
order to take advantage of the
expertise available at both
schools as well as encourage
discourse in areas of mutual interest to the
academic and business communities. The
premiere conference this fall focuses on "Glo-
balization of Securities Markets" emphasizing
U.S. and Japanese markets.
The conference will consist of six sessions in
which a Japanese and United States representa-
tive will discuss a topic from the perspective of
the nation emphasizing issues, concerns and
possible solutions. Question and aswer periods
will follow each discussion along with small
group sessions in which participants will be able
to freely exchange views on the topics. Profes-
sors representing Hastings and Nihon as well a
prominent American and Japanese lawyers and
economists will lead the sessions. Representing
Hastings will be Professors Mary Kay Kane,
and Louis B. Schwartz.
Topics include-
* Distinctive aspects of securities transactions
molded by cultural, social, economic, and
political difference.
*Nature of political, regulatory, and legal
problems and constraints, including the Glass-
Steagal Act and misuse of information and
diselosure requirements.
* Emerging issues associated with 24 hour
world securities and currencies trading,
including transaction and settlement rules,
capital adequacy, and the need for dependable
information and its transmission.
* Emerging tax and revenue issues related to
policy and technical concerns, including
disparate treatment of capital gains and the
collection and allocation of potential special
fees for use in improved oversight.
* Opportunities and barriers to other nation's
investments including anti-trust and national
interest provisions, limiting control, and viable
provisions for investor protection.
* Dispute resolution and settlements including
choice of law and issues of jurisdiction.
The conference will take place in Tokyo on
September 20, 21, and 22 1990 to coincide with
Nihon's year-long centennial celebration.
Attendance at the conference is by invitation
only and limite to approximately 50 people
from the U.S. and 50 from Japan, in addition
to a limite number of representatives from
other Pacii Rim countries. Participants will
include eqal numbers of government officials,
busines laders, academics, and specialists.
In the past Hastings' relationship with
Nihon Uiversity has consisted solely of faculty
research exchange. The establishment of the
series of annual conferences marks an impor-
taut departure in the college's international
exchange efforts.
from.te Law
astings' First Annual Run for
Justice attraete over 150 runners
and raised more than $1200 for the...
Family Service Agency ot San Francisco, an
organization dedicated to providing services
and prevention programs for children at risk
of abuse or neglect. The Golden Gate Park
5 un, sponsored by Phi Delta Phi, began
at 9:00 on a sunny Saturday morning with
the winner crossing the finish line 17 minutes
4 seconds later. Second and third places
were won by Hastings second year students
Robert Epstein and Nial Lynch. The first
Hastings woman to cross the finish line was
Suzanne Seavello at 23 minutes 44 seconds,
followed closely by Dean Read at 24 minutes
16 seconds.
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Robin Williams-Bay Area based comedian and 1983 Hastings com
mencement speaker-said it best: "Reality, what cept." t'
concept that, over the last two decades, has gained increasing sup-
port from legal academicians.
raditionally, any similarity between
law school instruction, and real-life
practice was ofte rendipitous.
Hyper-theo about
fictional ti utes over the
myt 1 4 of B re hadlittle
groundin 0 eVryd ve and experiences
of the lawstudery
hrlni
xtlsuddeni
sessions gaim
rthe bones ofI'(-
Victims had fae
consequence
participate4in
lt ium where stu-
from Wory tower of acade-
acticy:Agth trenches.
ly.. ety. Abstract classroom
ne 4imucrete factual context.
4 tOon had meat on them.
names. Mistakes carried
ond an adverse grade.
tr tbat students who have
clinical programs describe the
greatly, and some programs were clearly
superior to others as learning experiences. So
during the 1970's and early 1980's, the AALS
and the ABA started developing clinical legal
education guidelines, which evolved into
accreditation standards,
At Hastings, several programs sprang up in
response to foundation funding, but by the
70's, only one small in-house clinic remain'd.
This was the Legal Assistance Chnic, housed in
offices near the UC medical center and provid-
ing legal service to students at UCSF, with a
budget coming partly from Hastings, partly
from UJCSF student fees. Apart from the Legal
Assistance Clinic, other early experiments were
replaced by a farm-out" system, where
supe d on volunteer attorneys.S11 104"A pus placementsW
xperience in trai ltalterms. For them,
he law had sudd spung to life.
And now clinical program is getting
even bett ved to be even more reality-
ba sed4.11program will include guaranteed
client contact, close supervision and exposure
to the full gamut of lawyering skills for all
enrolled students.
Bea Moulton, Hastings newest professor of
clinical instruction, has served a.s director of
clinical programs at Hastings since 1984. Her
enthusiasm and optimism for the new clinical
program is contagious. The clinical program is,
in her words, "in transition from a laissez-faire
farm-out system to a more structured one which
includes more faculty involvement." The new
program will provide a much more thorough
introduction to lawyering skills and to how
cases are handled from start to finish.
Stil a Newcomer
Clinical legal education is still a relative
newcomer to law school curriculum. In the late
60's, charitable foundations began funding
clinical programs in law schools. By the mid
1970's schools had instituted some form of
clinical legal education. But the forms varied
Professor Beatrice Moulton
at a variety of agencies and private law offies,
receiving up to eight units of clinical credit for
the work they performed.
Some of the clinical placements chosen by
Hastings students over the years were excellent.
The work assigued was varied and interesting,
supervision was provided on a regular basis,
and students acquired important skills as they
gained new insights into the law and its applica-
tion. In some placements, particularly on the
criminal side, students were certified to appear
in court, and attorney supervisors helped the
prepare their cases and present them before
judge or jury, providg detailed instruction
and feedback along the way The problem was
that not all the placements were of the same
I
igh quality, and the school lacked the re
sources to follow up and insure that each
clinical student had a meaningful educational
experience.
In 1985, when ABA accreditors took a close
look at Hastings' clinical program, they found
certain problems.
* Students in some busy law offices were
used just like paid clerks, spending their time in
the library doing isolated research projects,
sometimes receiving no feedback on their work;
Students who have partici-
pated in cliica programs
describe the experience in
transcndental terms.
* Students in overworked community law
offices were sometimes given too much responsi-
ility, which, coupled with inadequate supervi-
sion, raised concerns about client service as
well as the students' educational experience;
* Students sometimes spent days doing
tedious work such as summarizing depositions,
having little contact with their supervising
attorneys and only limited exposure to the day-
to-day practice of law.
Thogh astings had instituted various
reforms designed to prevent such problems,
including a weekly seminar taught by adjunct
faculty, written guidelines and documentation
of the fieldwork experience, none of these
measures insured a well1-rounded, closely-
supervised practice experience. The ABA
accreditors urged that it was time to do more,
and made specific recommendations.
The ABA's position is that law schools are
not required to provide clinical programs, but
if they do, their programs must meet certain
standards. What was needed in Hastings case,
said the 1985 report, was more direct supervi-
sion by full-time faculty, and a more structured
program that would insure the accomplishment
of educational goals. Such changes would be
expensive, but Hastings chose to seek the funds
necessary to implement them, for the alterna-
tive was abandoning the enterprise altogether.
When the faculty set to work to devise a
clinical program that would pass ABA muster,
it turned to Moulton to pull together back-
ground materials and make recommendations.
Hastings was fortunate to have her on its staff,
for the college would have been hard pressed to
find anyone more qualified for the assignment.
Enter Bea Moulton
Moulton originally set out to be a poverty
lawyer. She attended law school at Stanford
University, graduating in 1969. During law
school she worked closely with a number of
public interest firms meeting Ralph Abascal,
Hastings '68, who eventually became her
husband, and Gary Bellow, a man integral to
the development of clinical education.
After law sclhool she won a Reginald Heber
Over the nextfew year's we will
see dramatic changes in our
clinical rogram
Smith fellowship, a program that funded
poverty lawyers, and went to work at the
Western Center on Law and Poverty in Los
Angeles. But in 1971, when Bellow moved to
the East coast to establish a clinical program at
Harvard University, Moulton agreed to go
along to serve as a supervising attorney.
Together they wrote the seminal textbook on
clinical education: "The Lawyering Process:
Materials for Clinical Instruction in Advocacy,"
which Moulton describcs as developing models
of what it is that lawyers do, and why.
The clinical program that she designed for
Hastings consists of a limited placement clinic-
civil practice now, with criminal law as a
coming attraction-and eventually an in-house
clinic, staffed by faculty supervisors, operated
on or near the campus. The limited placement
civil practice clinic will open this fall, with 24
students at most, distributed among four
approved placements. The initial placements
are with Alameda County Legal Services, San
Francisco Neighborhood Legal Assistance
Foundation, the Tenderloin Housing Clinic, and
Legal Assistance to the Elderly. All four sites
handle similar types of cases, dealing with
housing, welfare and employment issues.
"Almost all the students will either get to go
to court or handle administrative hearings,"
Moulton said. "They'll have a lot of client
contact. The cases are the kind that move fast
enough that students can actually handle some
matters from start to finish, rather than doing
little pieces of somebody else's big cases."
Each of the four agencies has agreed to
designate one attorney as supervisor, who will
conduct case reviews at least weekly with each
student; provide intensive feedback on writing
assignments, court appearances, and other
tasks; and participate in classroom sessions at
least once a week. In class, the supervisors will
help teach the substantive law needed in the
placements, as well as critique simulated
interviews, negotiations and other exercises.
Students will receive eight units of academic
credit.
Professor Richard Boswell, visiting from
Notre Dame, will teach at Hastings next fall and
tackle the new civil clinic in the spring. Boswell
has written numerous books and articles on
immigration law issues and is a contributing
editor to the Immigration Law and Procedure
Reporter, published by Matthew Bender & Co.
see column four, pg. 6
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More to Come
Dean Read and Professor oulton are optimis
tic regarding additional state support for the
college's clinical program. "Both the governor
Department of Finance and the Legislature
seem to recognize the value of clinical legal
education, said Read.."he funding we have
obtained this far is understood to be the initial
increment of what will ultimately be a million
dollars needed for salaries and the reorganiza-
tion of the program." Both he and Moulton are
hopeful that additional increments expected
this year and next will in fact be obtained,
making possible a new in-house clinic, as well as
conversion of the criminal practice program to
the new model.
The new "in-house" clinic would not neces-
sarily be located in the law school, but is
expected to serve an identified need in the
surrounding community. "Ideas at this point
range from serving community organizations to
targeting specific populations such as children
or the elderly, to specializing in a particular
substantive area such as employment or
housing," Moulton said. "We have already
begun a process of evaluating these suggestions,
consulting community leaders, and developing
specific plans."
While such plans ar contingent on legisla
tive activity and the overall size of the state
budget, funding for the new clinical program
remains the college's number one budget
priority. Even without additional funding, new
clinical programs are possible.
"The ABA standards do not always require
the full-blown high credit model," Moulton
noted. "The key is faculty involvement; faculty
teaching substantive seminars and courses can
add a clinical component, especally for a small
number of students, rather easily. 'A Workers
Rights Clinic along these lines is already in
place, and in the future Moulton would like to
see the school offer specialized placement
clinics in such areas as environmental law and
immigration law, She feels it may also be
possible to expand the judicial externship
program to other types of externships in which
the heart of the experience is closely supervised
research and writing.
"Over the next few years we will sec
dramatic changes in our clinical program.
Though we are still exploring a number of
options and funding possibilities, our commit-
ment to a high-quality clinical program is
strong and clear. I know that with Professors
Moulton and Boswell in charge, we have the
talent, energy and intellect to make great
progress," said Dean Read.
Susan Rice, '84
Former Clinical Program Participant
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Speaking at Hastings February 22, historian John Hope Frankin
denounced what he described as a trend in the United States
upreme Court toward eroding venerable civil ri ghts protect ion
for American. citizens.
he featured
speaker at
Hastings'
seventh annual
Mathew 0.
Tobriner Lecture, Franklin
is a Professor Emeritus at
Duke University School of
Law and the author of works
on black history and the
South in the years following
the Civil War that have
become standards in the
field
in the Civil Rights Act of
1874, and survives today in
the form of 42 U.S.C. 1981,
which gives all persons an
equal right to make and
enforce contracts.
Describing the law as a
"veritable bulwark" of civil
rights protection. Franklin
cited transcripts of Recon-
Professor Franklin, Dean Read, the Honorable Robert F. Peckham, and
California Supreme Court Associate Justice Allen E. Broussard all spoke
at the Seventh Annual Mathew 0. Tobriner Lecture.
Titled "The Civil Rights
Act of 1866 Revisited,"
Franklin's lecture reviewed
the history of an early
federal civil rights law
enacted in the wake of the
Civil ar -and took the
current Supreme Court to
task for its recent willing
ness, in Franklin's view, to
narrow the scope of the law.
nacted by a Reconstruc-
tion-era Congress, the Civil
ights Act of 1866 gave all
persons born in the United
States '"without regard to
previous condition of slavery
or involuntary servitude the
sa e right to make and
enforce contracts, sue and be
sue, he parties, give evi-
dence, inherit, purchase,
lease, sell, hold, and convey
real and personal
property...as is enjoyed by
white citizens."
According to Franklin, the
law was preserved by
Congress when it gave federal
civil rights laws an overhaul
transition of African-
Americans from slavery to
freedom in the post Civil War
years.
Franklin noted that in
over a century since its
enactment, the 1866 Act has
been protected by Congress
and approved of in the
Supreme Court - that is
until the Court's decision two
years ago to hear argument
on whether a key interpreta-
tion of the statutes should be
overturned.
Decided in 1976, Runyon
v. McCrary held that 42
U.S.C. section 1981's
guarantee of equal rights to
make and enforce contracts
could be used as a remedy
for intentional racial dis-
crimination by private
individuals. Addressed to a
case of racial discrimination
in private school admissions.
the decision was a landmark
in the area of civil rights law.
as opinions in the years
following Reconstruction had
held the statute barred only
contractual discrmination
by public entities and state
laws as an equal protection
matter.
Last term, however, the
Supreme Court heard
argument on the issue of
whether Runyon should be
overturned. The move came
in the context of Patterson v.
McClean Credit Union, a
case involving a black
lerical worker who sued her
mployer, a North Carolina
rdit union, under section
1981. Patterson alleged that
nfair priomotion practices
Sand on the job harassment
had violated her right to
make and enforce a contract
of employment.
In its grant of review on
the issue of whether section
1981 covered harassment in
the workplace, the Supreme
Court delivered what
Franklin called a AdistInt
jolt" by announcing sna
sponte that it wanted to hear
argument on whether to
overturn Runyon and render
the statute inapplicable to
discrimination by private
parties.
As Franklin noted in his
lecture. the Court's decision
to reconsider Runyon
provoked a "veritable
firestorm" of controversy.
Franklin stated that it was
dubious whether the Court
could have anticipated the
"outrage of the legal profe-
sion and much of the soially
sensitive p)ortion of society"
over the decision. It touched
off a wave of demonstrations,
mail campaigns and amicus
briefs comparable to that
surrounding the (ourt's
deliberations on the issue of
abortion in Webster v.
Reproductive Services,
Franklin said the Court
received hundreds of amieus
briefs urging it not to over-
turn Runyon. including
briefs from all but a few of
the nation's Attorneys
GeneraL 65 Senators and 118
members of the House of
Representatives, and 116
organizations including the
American Bar Association,
the American Jewish Con-
gress, the NAACP, the Anti-
Defamation League of the
B'Nai Brith, and many
others....
The debate over Runyon
centere~d on two themes: the
intent of the Congress that
passed the original civil
rights legislation after the
Civil War, and the doctrine
of stare decisis.
The Patterson plaintiff
and amicus supporters
insisted. as does Franklin,
that te 1846 Act was not
merely a matter of equal
proteetion under the law, but
was aimed at the full range of
discrimination. by state laws
and private individuals,
faced by freedmen following
the war.
Citing the debates of the
Joint Congressional Commit-
slaveowners against freed-
men after the Civil War,
including physical violence,
price-fixing, exorbitant rent
and food prices, and lifetime
contracts. "There is no
question," said Franklin, of
Congress' intent to regulate
discriminatory conduct by
private individuals.
Franklin said that
Runyon's supporters had
also insisted that overturning
the decision would counter-
mand the doctrine of stare
decisis, which holds a
considered court decision to
be binding precedent in sub-
sequent cases on the same
controversy. Franklin cited
the amicus papers filed by
dozens of state Attorneys
General calling the reconsid-
eration of Runyon an "un-
necessarily provocative"
challenge to "not only the
soundness of the 1866 Act
but the efforts of vast
numbers of citizens and
lawyers to fashion a more
constructive response to the
problem of race in the United
States.
The Patterson defendant-
employer and supporters
claimed on the other side that
Congress intended the Civil
Rights Act of 1866 and its
descendants merely as an
equal protection guarantee
barring only publc, state-
sponsored racial discrimina-
tion in the making and
Professor John Hope Franklin
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enforcement of contracts.
The 1866 Act, they say, was
meant only to ensure an
equal legal capacity, and did
not mean the Act to reach to
purely private acts such as
refusal to enter into con-
tracts.
In a decision penned by
Justice Kennedy, the Court
ruled in the Patterson case
last term that Runyon would
remain law, calling it "en-
tirely consistent with our
society's deep commitment to
the eradication of discrimina-
tion based on a person's race
or the color of his or her
skin" glowing language
that prompted Franklin to
wonder ironically whether
the merits of Runyon had
existed the previous year,
when the Court had chosen
to order argument on
whether it should be over-
turned.
Speculating on what
influence, if any, the outcry
surrounding its reconsidera-
tion of Runyon had had on
the Court's decision to
reaffirm it, Franklin noted
that Kennedy's fervent
praise of the decision last
term "sounded much like the
briefs submitted in favor of
Runyon." However, Fran-
klin said that such an
interpretation of the Court's
behavior "if tempting, is also
revolting."
Although it reaffirmed
Runyon as a remedy for
private contractual discrimi-
nation, the Court simultane-
ously restricted section
1981's scope by holding that
the guarantee of an equal
right to make and enforce
contracts did not cover racial
harassment in the workplace
- a ruling that garnered
strong disapproval from
Franklin, who called it "most
nts of Hastings and the Black Law Student Associa-
n for Professor Franklin.
difficult" to reconcile with
historical evidence as to
Congress' intent in passing
the 1866 Act.
Franklin bluntly linked
the Court's new willingness
to reconsider Runyon to
changes that have taken
place in its composition since
the 1976 decision, noting that
the 5-4 decision to reconsider
Runyon included Runyon's
two dissenters, Justices
White and Rehnquist, and
newcomers O'Connor,
Scalia, and Kennedy.
In Franklin's view, it is
Runyon's supporters, and
not the five Supreme Court
members who voted to
reconsider the decision, who
reflect the country's orienta-
tion on civil rights issues.
Nevertheless, Franklin
deplored what he saw as a
new insensitivity in the Court
to civil rights concerns. "It
seems a pity," he said, "that
the lawmakers of 1866 were
more attentive to the rights of
freedmen than the Court was
to the rights of black Amen
cans in 1989."
Mathew 0. Tobriner
accepted an appointment to
the Hastings faculty foowing
his retirement from the
Supreme Court of California.
After his death, Tobriner's
family and friends estab-
lished a fund to memorialize
the jurist in an annual
lecture at astings by a
distinguished legal scholar or
other prominent personality
of national reputationi. The
first six lectures in the series
featured Judge James Skelly
right, Professor Laurence
Tribe, Justice William
Brennan, Anthony Lewis,
Dean Barbara Black, and
Justice Harry Blackmun.
Christina Dalton
Hastings Law News
ond er's y19
hroughout its 112 year history, Hastings has been the focus
of the attention and energy of many outstanding San Franciscans.
Some were celebrated legal scholars, others wlere prominent
mebers of the judiciary, legislators, practicing attorneys and civic
leaders. Within the college's first generation
were a number of individuals who were integral
to the growth and formation of San Francisco's
legal community.
This year's Founder's Day the college
honored four San Francisco firms whose genesis
is closely tied with the founding of the college.
Those firms are Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro;
Heller, Ehrman, White & McAuliffe; Orrick,
Herrington & Suteliffe; and Brobeck, Phleger
& Harrison.
Thomas Barnes', Hastings College of the
Law - The First Century, tells us that Hastings
graduates and students were integral in the
establishment and growth of these four firms.
Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro
"Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro began with the
one-man practice of Evan S. Pillsbury. In 1889,
Pillsbury hired Frank Delino Madison as his
clerk. Madison received his LL.B. at Hastings
in 1892, and in 1896 was taken into partnership
by Pillsbury. From 1896-1898, Pillsbury's son,
Horace Davis Pillsbury, attended Hastings, was
admitted to the bar in 1898...and entered his
father's firm without taking the LL.B.... and
from 1901 - 1904 young Pillsbury teamed up to
practice in Manila with Oscar Sutro, who had
been at Hastings with him. In 1904, the firm in
San Francisco became Pillsbury, Madison and
Sutro. It expanded rapidly under Horace Davis
Pillsbury, Madison, Oscar Sutro, and his
brother Alfred Sutro, Hastings 1894."
Brobeck, Ph egor & Hardson
"...the firm of Brobeck, Phleger, and Harrison
has a largely Hastings origin. Peter Francis
Dunne, 1881, began alone in the general
practice of the law. For awhile he was in
partnership with Henry Clay McPike, 1881,
and by 1904 he was general counsel for the
Southern Pacific Railroad. In 1911, Dunne
joined Alexander F. Morrison, 1881 and
William I. Brobeck, 1892, who had been in
partnership with Judge W.B. Cope (a Hastings
director) until the latter's death in 1909. The
new firm, Morrison, Dunne and Brobeck,
lasted until 1924, when Dunne and Brobeck -
Morrison having died in 1921 - took in Herman
Phleger...In 1925, Maurice E. Harrison, J.D.
Boalt, '07, joined the firm as he left the
Hastings deanship...from 1925 the firm was
Brobeck, PhIleger, and Harrison."
Heller, Erhman, hito McAuiffe
"...Heller, Ehrman, White, and McAuliffe
began as Heller, Powers and Ehrman in 1906.
Emmanuel Heller, 1889, and Frank H. Powers,
went into partnership in 1896; Sidney Myer
Ehrman, 1898, joined them in 1906 after six
years with W.S. Goodfellow and Garret W.
McEnerney. With the addition of Jerome B.
White, '06, and F.M. McAuliffe, the firm has
borne its present nane siiie 1921."
Orrick, Herrington Sut iffi
"William H. Orrick, '03, had been secretary to
the California Code Commission, 1907-08, and
was a founding partner of a major firm of
attorneys known today as Orrick, Herrington,
Rowley & Sutcliffe. Orrick died in 1976, but his
name and the Hastings tradition are carried on
in the firm by his son and surviving partner,
Andrew Downey Orrick,'47."
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flavor, but the emphasis is on an exploration of
Medea's character in light of contemporary
feminist concepts.
"Medea has always fascinated me," says
Wilson, "but when I recently reread Euripedes'
Medea, it was not at all how I remembered. I'd
call it a bare-bones treatment - Medea as
vengeful witch. This characterization, I
thought, accomplished only a dismissal of the
person and I knew there was more to her than
that."
Hastings appears to be the first law school in
the country to undertake the production of an
original, serious drama.
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Visitors Join
Faculty
rofessor Stephen Schwarz, chair of
the faculty appointments committee,
has announced the visiting faculty ap-
pointments for academic year 90/91.
Visiting during the fall semester will be
Professor John F. Hicks of the University of
Tulsa College of Law and Professor Joan H.
Hollinger of University of Detroit School of
Law. Professor Hicks is well known for his
work in real property and natural resources
law. He will teach Real Property Security and
Wills and Trusts. Professor Hollinger, a
specialist in family law, has contributed
substantial scholarship on the subjects of
adoption and surrogate parenting. She will
teach contracts and domestic relations.
Visiting during the Spring semester will be
Professors Roger Fiidley, Acting Dean and
Director of Environmental and Planning
Studies at the University of Illinois College of
Law, Professor John Hetherington of the
University of Virginia School of Law, and
Professor Robert Fletcher, Professor Emeritus
of the University of Washington School of Law.
Professor Findley will teach Environmental
Quality Law and Protection, and a seminar
concerning the global environment; Professor
Hetherington will teach corporations and a
seminar on non-profit organizations; Professor
Fletcher will teach Wills and Trusts. and
Community Property
In addition, the college is hosting two foreign
visitors in 1990/91. Professor Lutz Krauskopf
of Switzerland will be at Hastings in the fall to
teach a course in corporate bankruptcy.
Professor Yong Suk Cha, Director of the
Institute for Legal Studies and Professor of Law
and Han-Yang University in Seoul, South
Korea, is currently at the school studying
various aspects of American law.
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Thank You Life
Members
A part of its changeover to a no dues
policy. the Al uniAnikssociation
offered eurrent members a chance to
becone Life Members of the Association. A
total of 244 new nemubers joined the 290
'lifers. A plaque listing these Life Members
will he displayed in the Hatold Dobbs
Atrium in the 200 McAllister Street Build-
ing. Those life members are:
L F E k.,"MEMBrS
Howard Phillip Abelson 68
Albert R. Abramson 54
Eric Marshal
Abramson 81
Richard C, Ackerman 67
Philip Adams '38
James Monroe A en 71
Spencer R. Alter
Michaei George
Arkefian 73
Maya Lynne Armour 86
James M. Armstrong '71
James S. Armstrong 70
Victoria E, Armstrong 75
Kenneth James Arnold '58
Stanley D Arnol d'60
Wiliam S. Ashton Jr '51
Don Augustine 56
Hon. W liam M. Ausen '52
Douglas R Backeberg 68
Robert LBacon 51
K. Robin Baggett 76
Gary A. Bague '80
H. E. "Bert" Barker Jr. '63
Mary Ann Barngrover '76
Hon, John W Barrett 49
John P, Barrie '72
Hon. Chester R
Bartalini Jr.'57
Stan ey LBauer 51
Hon. Marvin R Baxter 66
Thomas D. Beatty 67
Steven Alan Beilock 68
Lester M. Be den 52
Charles LBelkin 82
Frank O. Bel! 66
Bruce M. Bell 60
Thomas W, Bell Jr 62
Ronald Scott Benis 76
Chester R. Bennett '54
A, Alan Berger 70
Key R. Berkline 74
John R. Berryhill 41
Hon, Charies Read
Best Jr. 60
W ram J. Betts 49
Thomas W. Biggar 711
Robert A. Biorn 68
Norse N. B azzard 62
Kenneth W. Bolinger'72
Terrence J. Bonham '63
Terrence R. Boren '68
John D Bonre 51
Water C.
Bornemeier 64
John C. Bust 73~
Judith W, Boyette '81
EFlzabeth Franco
Bradley 7
Don aid E.Bradley '68
Lawrence S. Branton 70
bun. A Frnk Bray 10
R chard Ja Breitwieser 65
D rkW. Brinckerhoff 73
Anthonury R. Brookm~an '
C udia M. Brooks 79
Lorne J. Brown 64
Betty Jayne Browner '68
Joseph W, Bryans 63
Henry P, Buckingham '51
Jack L. Burnam 50
Hon. Steven C. Burtnett
67
Hon. Henry M, Busch 39
Norman Westphal
Busse '64
Jack A. Butt 60
Clark R Byan '72
Hon. David W. Calfee 49
Truman F, Campbell '51
Horace LeRoy Cannon '52
Anthony A. Cardozo '35
Robert E. Carlson 58
Wiliam C. Carr '62
Kenneth K.Casper '51
Hon. Philip R.
Castehucc 62
Patrick A. Cathcart 75
Merie C. Chambers 77
Kelogg Chan '64
Hon. Richard F
Charvat '63
Ernest G. Cheonis 57
Roy T, Chikamoto 76
Eddie Y, Chin 74
Robert N.Christensen '55
Brian Christiansen '68
Kevin LClark 75
Michaei HClepper 60
Horace C Co '57'
Harold R. Co lins Jr-64
Jack Coilison 62
Robert E. Conaway' 50
Wilam R Conklin 62
Alt red V Contarino 64
M. Stephen Coontz '70
Craig Lee Corren 66
John M. Coudures '38
Roger H. Cowling '68
John W Crawtord"77
Douglas George Crosby
69
Richard E. Crow 76
Helen Bigman Cuiner 69
Charles F Cumm ins Jr 66
James B, Cuneo 65
Arthur H. Curran I11 68
Thomas R. Curry'70
Hon. William D Curtis '55
Ed Danenhauer 68
Robert H. Darrow 53
Robert M Davis '37
Warren . LDeutsch 62
Marcehlo M. Dr Mauno 73
Lucra Marie Diamonid 82
Craig A. Diamond 79
David Dibole 62
Howard G. LircKenson 5r0
John W Drehi S50
John Francis Dird 28
Edward M. Digardi 47
De'netrios Dimitriou S59
Hanuod S. Dobbs 42
Thomas Dobyns 7
David M. Doley 56
F Wihran Dorband 74
David R. Dotson 163
James E. Doug as '73
Michaei D. Dowling 66
John P.Doyle 78
Roger Arturo Dreyer '80
Carol Wieckowski
Dreyer 79
Frit L Duda 64
Suzanne K. Duerden '80
Stanley L Dunn 51
Wi liam N, Dunseath 49
James Richard
Dunworth 73
D Greg Durbin 78
Carmen A. Eanni 63
Hon Dal as S Edgar 58
LaFaun Wo Eder 63
Steven J. E Lie 87
Myron E. Etienne Jr '52
Charles B. Evans Jr '52
Albert G. Evans 32
Betty M. Falk 46
Hon. Goscoe O. Farey '37
Daniel G. Farthing 71
Thomas N. Fat 65
W iam Faulkner 78
Samuel Kenneth Feng 86
Rona d L Fenolio 67
Carl J. Fernandes 64
Roger A. Ferree '68
Martin Fieid 40
L. Richard Fischer 70
M, Wainwright Fishburn Jr.
81
R. Rust Fisher 71
David M. Fishman '67
William M.
Flenniken Jr '67
Ferdinand HTFetcher 35
Kenneth Forence 74
Milton E. Franke 69
Hon. Donad R.
Franson '51
Eugene LFreeland '51
Walter F, Freitas 38
David T. Fujikawa 72
Kenneth S Gaines 70
Thomas HFR Gar9vin79
Michael Douglas Gay 71
Michael H. Gay 74
Hon. Bruce R.
Geernaert 53
Lester J. Gendron 52
Char es F G rot '61
Peter R. Go dschm dt '58
Paul Mike Goorjian 66
Abraham Gotttred '30
Stanley C. Gould Jr, 42
Paui B. Gray 68
Douglas LGray 76
Benjamii F. Green 74
Bion M. Gregory 68
John B. Gregory '50
Jay E Crenig 71
James A. Gualco '55
David J3 Cuinan 72
Nathan Guthertz 37
Steven Guttmn' ar
Peter M. Gwosof 63
SBrittain H'abegger7
Jack Haddad '56
James C. Hagedorrn 63
Marlin W, Haey 34
Theodore M. Hankin'77
Miles J. Hansen 30
Raymond '.Hanson 36
Roger C. Hartman '68
George K. Hartwick 40
James M. Hassan 73
Edward L. Hawes 64
Lewis N. Hawkins 37
Hon. Priscia H.
Haynes 51
Luise N. Healey 74
Archie Hefner 49
R. J. Heher '78
Harry W. Heid 56
Candace J. Hels er 72
John Wynne Herron 38
James Edgar Hervey '50
Arthur E. Hewitt '38
Pau F .Hgaki Jr. '80
Allan T. Hikoyeda 70
Thomas LHinke 71
Kathryn G. Hirano 83
Carol V, Holland '87
William Ho ley '69
Edward P
Holingshead 52
W Stuart Hone II 65
Henry Schuyler Horn 1166
Richard W, Horton '50
Steven H. Hough '64
M, Brooks Houghton '67
Robert L House 66
Raiph B. Hoyt '54
Marcia H. Hoyt'77
Donal d E. Huckns '54
David M. Humiston 79
John Brockway
Huntington '67
Edward B Huntington '67
Dimitri Kir yin '59
Seymour Israel 72
Clayton R Jackson '68
Allan Jacobs 67
Max Kllian Jamison Sr. 45
Wlam Stevens Jarvs 67
Joseph Jedeikin '51
Hon. Thomas M.
Jenkins '49
Edward Jew73
Marion H. Johnson 51
Kenneth FA Johnson '69
H. Kirkland Jones 72
John Kakinuk '84
Hon. Edward Y. Kakita 65
John E. Kain'74
Robert Ka mbach '80
Lt. Col. J. C.
Kees ng Jr. 36
Edward C. Keler 56
John Michael Kelly '65
Dona d G. Kenda 34
William F Kenney '60
Michael Kershaw '51
Melvin C. Kerwin '61
Nathan Kess er '35
Hon. W ilam G. Knder 60
E. Barry K ne '66
James R. Knapp '61
Wyman C. Knapp 39
Philip M. Knox Jr 49
John T Knox 52
Bert T Kobayasn Jr. 65
Guy O.Kornblumi 66
Martin H. Kresse 70
Henry C. Krivetsky 60
Doug as A. Kuber 87
Kenneth A. Kuney 49
Jack S. Kusaba 54
Dan W Lacy 70
Jaries J3 Laird 70
Peter &ard68
Richard L Lanidcs 68
ToddA Landgren 7
John Langer '34
Diane Wear Larrabee 80
Matthew Larrabee 80
Jeffrey Dan e Lau 7
John D Laughton 78
Robert Wayne
Lazzarin 70
Edmund L Lee Jr. 71
John H. Lenieks 73
Mildred W. Levin 34
Hon. William F. Levins 49
Joseph F Lewis '50
Hon. John R. Lews '66
Joseph Louis Lsoni 72
Larry Lee Litke 61
Wiibur Litt ofi ed'49
Edward R Litwin 73
Kneeiand H. obner 44
Hon. Char es A. Lor ng '38
Hon. Lenard D. Louie '67
Roy ower 49
Bruce M. Lubarsky '62
Cora K. Lum 75
Richard F, Luther 78
Charles W. Luther '58
Don A. Lynn 73
Thomas J, MacBride Jr
'75
Douglas Mackey '68
Robert W, Mackey '61
Eaton H. Magoon Jr, '50
Doris Hoffman Maler '35
Jonathan E. Maire '64
Harrett W. Mannina Sr 46
Edward J, Mantyla '67
Harry Margolis 43
Louis M. Marlin 72
Kim Marois 76
James D. Mart 65
Hon. Robert T. Matsui 66
Howard A. Matsuura '76
Edith R. Mattha '75
Edward P. McAheer '50
James H. McAlister 52
Hon. Francis L McCarty
H. L. "Mike"
McCormick '61
Wayne A. McFadden '63
Richard M. McGowen '53
Donald C. McKenzie 71
Timothy Massey McMa-
hon 75
Alvin D. McNeii 49
E L. Means '37
Arnold W, Mednick 79
Paui J. Meiee 57
Samuel J Mercer Jr. '36
Marcus Daniei
Merchasin '72
Hon. Robert W. Merrll 52
J. Robert Meserve 41
Carl Bernard Metoyer '52
Hon. Wilis Mevis 49
Wendell W. Mew '65
Peter Z. Michael '67
Albert Michelson Jr. '49
Verna A. Miller '60
Ronald Alison Miller 73
Jamoa A. Moberly '76
Hon. Thomas M.
Montgomery 48
Chester G, Moore Il '67
Hon. Frank R. Moore '52
Joseph A. Morales '64
E inore Ck Morgan 57
Hon. Jean Morony '36
Chester Morris 61
Edward A. Morris '53
John Joseph Morrissev
'70
Marsha L Morrow 76
Morgan M. Moten '54
John E. Mouser '57
Hun. Willam D. Mudd 69
Kenneth N. Mueller 63
Ronal d3J Mulhin '68
Raymond L Mushrush '58
Arnioid B. Myers '69
Robert Dewitt Myers 66
Wendell Joseph Naragnii
67
James E. Neal '64
Bernard W. Nebenzah 66
Duane L Nelson 67
Edwin N. Ness '54
Peter P.J. Ng '64
Hon Lesiie C, Nichols 66
John E. Nordin I1 69
Ben E. Nordman 39
Jonathan Novak 79
Hon, RalphNunez '68
Wm. Patrick O'Connor 62
John F OHara 46
James M. Oakiund 67
Gary L. Olimpia '66
Rodney C. Olsen '73
Joseph L Omachi 37
Victor Orsi 48
Charres E. Osthimer 71
Darry D. Ott '67
Melvile Owen '56
Albert F Pagni "64
Hon. James V. Paige 38
Earle A. Partington 6
Hon. Denver C,
Peck inpah40
Michae Nea e Penin 66
Einar C. Petersen 60
Robert H. Peterson '54
Susan F. Petrovich'75
Jerrald K. Pickering '57
David C. Person 60
Laurence LPisbury '64
Douglas LP tchford 75
Pau M. Po ak '52
Ryan M. Polstra 52
Drew E. Pomerance 81
Donal C .Pooie67
James L.Porter Jr.972
Wiiam J. Porte '58
Joan Graham Pou os62
James B. Preston 72
Hugh L. Preston '56
Arthur L. Pretzer '52
Grayson L. Price '32
Kurt H. Pyle 65
Hon. 3 Rn T aca '52
James L. Racusr n66
Willam J. Raggio'51
Cra g Z. Randal'51
Tina L. Rasnow '83
Hon. Mario G.
Recarzone '50
Elizabeth B. R chards'57
Truitt A. Richey J. '53
Donal F Robertso 64
Harrison S. Rob inso 6
Stanley M. Roden 66
James F. Rogers'57
Joseph A. Romn 73
Herbert M. os 60
Kenneth W. Rsentha5
RichardL Rose tt'67
Saul N. Ross 4
Robert R. Rosson Jr. 69
Thomas H. Rothwe '51
Renee Rubin '6
George C, Ruduiph 76
Dwight M. Rush 53
Larry C. Russ 78
Danie V Ryan 28
Howard A. Sagaser 76
Robert Saklai'74
an M. Sammiis 68
Wr fa C Safor 4
Peter LSanford 66
Jerome Sapiro '39
Jerome Sapiro J.66
Joseph A. Saurders '66
Phihip M. Savage II67
Gary C Scherotter 63
Daniel Sc nege 63
Gerard RH Schme zer '62
Leo H. Scnuer ing Jr 67
Hon. Gerald F Sciute '5
Richard L. Seabo t 75
Gerald Y. Sekrya 68
Roland W. Selrran 71
Merritt. Sher 66
Pau M Shimoff 72
Ronald Lyle Shing er'70
Hon. Danie R.
Shoemaker Jr. 28
Harold Sihen 57
Robert E Smis 78
Gregg C Sindic 73
Harold S. Sma 70
John K. "Jack" Smith '54
James A. Smith '52
John L B. Smith' 75
Dale F Smith 70
Larry L Sm th'75
Michae Snyder 68
C. Darrel Sooy 69
Charles D. Sooy 32
Hon George A.
Spadoro 73
George Spaeth '64
John F, Staley '72
loyd V Sta r52
Je ry Stan ey '54
Hon. Wilam H.
Stephens 67
Hon. Char es
Stevens 40
Thomas W. Stoever6
Jack Streeter 48
Jack W, Stricker '48
John D, Stumbos Jr, 53
Stewart R Such n 69
Robert M Swcet 5
Henry Taketa'3
Frd LTa baum
Hon, Benjam n.i
Tash ro '32
Joh KeT Tm 67
B aDa e 67
Ear iH.Thompson 54
ames Aubrey
Thompson 70
Suzie S. Thorn '58
Hon. ThomasN.
Thrashr'64
Hon. Di J. Tobas68
Henry C. Todd'37
John v rtt oxe
L Staney Tuccor '6
Willam KingwelTuc 65
R ard J. Tuckerman '61
AtfredFrancs Tu y 32
Franklin H. Tutt e'47
Jon N. Unge'r 68
Thomas Lou na
Wiiam R. Urga70
James C audVan Dyke
48
Thomas Van Voorh s'5
Ronald K. Van W'6
Ne B. Van Wninke6
Wa y ne V eath S r.'3
Theodore P Vegaecs'64
Roger Edward Ventur'62
John J. Vahos '61
Henry von Morpurg., o '35
Mark L Vorsatz '719
Jean Wall 70
Larry D. Was 74
James Warren Walsh '64
LKent Walton '70
oh S. Warnioft72
Howard K. Watkns7
Hon. Reginald M.Watt 39
WIannT Weaver'6
WrariJ. A Wer'6
Robert R
Wehington r 6
Jack Werchtick '4
Fe eeMc. Wsa 2
JohnrA. JackWht'4
Wi Iam Fi Wh ite3
Kr"s an DWhirttes7
PhlpWl d8
Hon, Philp %., W k n,;,Fs 39
MchelF Wiey 67
Rod Wi ams 66
David J illamson'74
Clarence Wir dge 63
Harvard E. Wrso 65
Benjamn R Wins 7
Richard Hungerfod
Wse '66
Hon. HarodF Wos'52
Alfred Mun Kong WVong '64
Ne e Lan Wong 84
Byron Fay Wong 74
John E. Woodhead 8
ThomasL Woodruff '65
Hon. Robert E.
Woodward 41
Dani S. York '87
Hon Stanley C. Young 52
e B. Young 69
Robert H. Ze er51
Theima H. Zu ch 36
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class of5
Robert H. Baida has been
named Fresno, California's
"development czar" to
oversee development related
services.
class Of
Hon. William P. Beko has
retired from Nevada's Fifth
Judicial District Court after
more than 36 years of public
office as assemblyman,
district attorney and district
judge. He has been commis-
sioned as a senior district
judge to be assigned as
needed.
Hon. Robert W. Merrill.
of the California Court of
Appeal. has been appointed
chairman of the executive
committee of The Common-
wealth Club of California.
class Of ;
Hon. Norman Reid has
retired from the Stanislaus
County Superior Court after
more than 20 years on the
bench.
class of 58
David R. Finch has been
elected president of the
Santa Clara County Trial
Lawyers Association.
Hon. William G. Kinder
has been appointed to the
Santa Clara County Munici-
pal Court.
Robert C. Field and R.
Gordon Baker, Jr. '77,
have announced the forma-
tion of the law firm of Field,
Baker & Richardson in
Walnut Creek, CA.
class of
Hon. Paul H. Alvarado has
been appointed by Chief
Justice M. Lucas to serve on
the Appellate Department,
San Francisco Superior
Court during 1990.
Hon. Jamtes R.
Trembath has beei ap-
pointed to judge to the
Contra Costa County
Superior Court.
class of
Hon. Ronald R. Heumann
has been appointed as a
Superior Court Judge to the
Riverside County Superior
Court.
Edward A. Weiner has
joined the San Francisco
firm of Gordon and Rees to
direct its six-attorney
business department.
class of
Gerald L. Anchor became
the father of quintuplets,
August '89.
Hon. George Nicholson
has been elevated from the
Sacranento County Munici-
pal Court to the Sacramento
County Superior Court.
Steven A. Beilock has
become a partner in the San
Francisco firm of Broad,
Schultz, Larson & Wine-
berg.
Cressey H. Nakagawa
has been elected president of
the Japanese American
Citizens League, a national
civil rights organization.
Thomas C. Wood and M.
Thomas Jacobson '87 have
just released a new book,
Land-Use Initiatives and
Referenda in California.
Victor P. Obninsky has been
elected president of the
Marin County Bar Associa-
tion.
class Of---
Hon. Perry M. Parker has
been appointed to the Sutter
County Municipal Court.
J. Michael Reidenhach
has been elected to the
Orinda. CA school board.
Patrick R. Welch has
become a member of the
Scotts Valley Water District
Board in Santa Cruz
County.
class of
Michael G. Althouse has
been elevated to partner at
Ware & Freidenrich in Palo
Alto. CA.
Philip R. Bates has been
appointed to the position of
chief operating officer for
Hal Porter Homes in Bren-
twood, CA.
Stuart R. Crymes, out-
going co-chair of the Workers
Compensation Section of the
Santa Clara County Bar
Association, was commended
by his colleagues for his
efforts in leading the section
for the past two years.
William B. Smith has
been elected secretary of the
San Francisco Trial Lawyers
Association.
class of
Keith Fudenna has recently
been appointed Commis-
sioner for the Fremont-
Newark-Union City Munici-
pal Court.
Hon. John F. Herlihy
has been elevated to the
Santa Clara County Supe-
rior Court.
Hon. John W. Hitchcock
has been appointed to the
Oregon Circuit bench for the
17th Judicial District (Polk
Hon. F. Clark Sueyres has
been appointed to the San
Joaquin County Superior
Court.
class of
Linda Klee has been
selected as chief of the
criminal division at the San
Francisco District
Attorney's Office.
Craig Needham has
joined the San Jose firm of
Caputo, Liccardo, Rossi,
Sturges & McNeil.
and Yamhill counties).
Tanya M. Neiman
received over $150,000 in
unexpected grants for the
Volunteer Legal Services
Program of the Bar Associa-
tion of San Francisco.
Hon. Richard R. Rom-
ero has been elevated to the
Los Angeles County Superior
Court.
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class of
Michael B. Cartmell has
joined the Bank of San
Francisco as Senior Vice
President and Senior Trust
Office. He is respon-sible for
the bank's Asset Manage-
ment and Trust Division.
Stuart I. Folinsky has
been elected and is now
serving as the 1990 Vice
Chair of the Orange County
Bar Association Immigration
Section. In October '89, he
made a presentation at the
2nd Annual All California
Conference of the American
Immigration Lawyers
Association on the interface
between the Immigration
Marriage Fraud Amend-
ments of 1986 and California
Family Law.
Don P. Garber has been
appointed executive director
of regulatory affairs for En-
tergy Services, Inc. of New
Orleans, one of the largest
utility holding companies in
the nation.
Yvonne Garcia has left
her position as chief of staff
for Oakland Mayor Lionel
Wilson '49 to serve as
deputy executive director
and chief operating officer of
the Caifornia State Bar.
Bruce J. Janigian has
recently been appointed
Chairman to the California
Agricultural Labor Relations
Board.
Prudence K. Poppik
has received an Award of
Merit from the Bar Associa-
tion of San Francisco for
excellent representation of
many IIIV and AIDS clients.
class of
Hon. George C. Hernan-
dez, Jr. has been appointed
to the Fremont-Newark-
Union City Municipal Court.
Jamoa A. Moberly is the
first woman to be named
partner at the Southern
California firm of Schell &
Delamer. She works out of
their Santa Ana office.
Hon. Donna Petre has
been elevated from Yolo
County Municipal Court to
fill a Superior Court va-
cancy.
Sandra L. Quist has been
selected as head prosecutor
for the District Attorney's
Office in Alameda, CA.
R. Gordon Baker, Jr. and
Robert C. Field '60 have
announced the formation of
the law firm of Field, Baker
& Richardson in Walnut
Creek, CA.
Joan L. Cassman, a
partner at San Francisco's
Hanson, Bridgett, Vlahos &
Rudy, has been selected to
represent the city of Millbrae
as city attorney.
Virgia L. Gibson, a
partner at Baker &
McKenzie's San Francisco
office, has been named
president of the San Fran-
cisco chapter of the Western
Pension and Benefits
Conference.
Christopher R. nama
has left the S.F. Giants or-
ganization after 15 years and
will be the Libertarian Party
Candidate for the 20th As-
sembly District (San Mateo
County) in the November
1990 election.
E. Gerald Mannion has
been elected president-elect
of the San Francisco Trial
Lawyers Association.
Hon. Patricia Moore
Sepulveda, a District
Attorney in Contra Costa
county since 1978, has been
appointed to the Contra
Costa County Superior
Court bench.
cLass of
Leslie M. Bock has joined
the Boise, Idaho firm of
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht &
Blanton.
Judith Branch is Vice
President and Corporate
Counsel of Menk & Associ-
ates, a firm that has special-
ized in ESOPs since 1975.
William J. (Cahill has
become a partner with
Bronson, Bronson &
McKinnon in San Francisco.
Michael J. Changaris has
been elevated to partner at
Sheppard, Mullin, Richter
& Hampton et al. of San
Diego.
Carlyn Christianson is
director of the San Luis
Obispo Planned Parenthood
clinic.
Hon. Lawrence O'Neill,
a partner in the Fresno firm
of McCormick, Barstow,
Sheppard, Wayte and
Carruth, has been named to
the Fresno County Superior
Court.
Brian Borders is completing
his two"year stint as legisla-
tive counsel to Senator Al
D',Aamato (R-NY) .,e i
planning to return to private
practice in Colorado.
Eileen and Ge'0'oe
raunreiter had a baby girl,
Alice Madeleine, on 1/11/90.
Marjorie E. Golub
has bec elevated to
partner at the San
Francisco firm of Adams,
Duque l&Hazeltine.
Pa-,mela J. Roberts
was elected Secretary of
the Young Lawyer's
Division of the American
Bar Asso iation and has
married and moved to
Columbia, South Caro-
lina.
Stephen S. Austin has been
elevated to partner at
Pillsbury, Madison &Sutro
in San Franciso.
Susanne Bratter has been
named senior title attorney
for Lawyers Title Insurance
Corp. in San Francisco.
Edward Leahy has been
appointed vice president of
Grubb & Ellis Company in
San Francisco.
Richard F. Luther
rejoined San Diego's Gray,
Cary, Ames & Frye as a
partner in the finance and
real estate group.
Richard T. Sakai has
been appointed to the
California State Bar's Com-
mission on Minority Access
to the Legal Profession.
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Edward J. Davila has
becu elected president of the
La Raza Lawyers of Santa
Clara County.
Vir ina D. Elizondo,
former attorney and clerk
with California Inian Legal
Services and editor of the
Indian Law Reporter, has
joined the San Francisco city
attorney's office.
'illiam iW. lUchim-oto is
general counsel of the
Philadelphia Stock Ex-
change by day and Securities
Law Professor at Temple
Law School by night.
Marc ( N. imra a
ecn elevated to partner at
lassard, Bonnington,
Rog rs Huber in San
F~rancisco.
Sharon S. Chandler has
been elevated to partner at
L ewis, 'Amato risbois
Bisgaad in San Francisco.
ane Louise Gor has
been elected as a director of
the Asian American ar As-
ociation of the Greater Bay
A rea.
Bernard napp has ac-
cpted a position as Senior
Attorney with the First
istrict Court of Appeal in
San Francisco.
been elected a Director and
Shareholder of the Phoenix,
Arizona law firm of Fen-
nemore Craig. His practice
emphasizes general corpo-
rate and related tax and
employee benefit matters.
Mark Petersen has been
elevated to partner at
Farella, Braun & artel in
San Francisco.
firm of Rosenberg,
Whiteman & Shalit in San
Francisco.
Donald Vaughn has been
elevated to partner at
Mclnnis, Fitzgerald, Rees,
Sharkey & McIntyre in San
Nestor Barrero has been
appointed Vice President
and Counsel for Union Bank
in Los Angeles.
Raymond Lynch has
joined the San Francisco
firm of Landels, Ripley &
Diamond.
M. Elizabeth McDaniel
of Thelen, Marrin, Johnson
& Bridges has been elected
secretary of the Barristers
Club of San Francisco.
Rob Steele joined the
business group of the San
Francisco office of Broad,
Schulz, Larson & Wineberg
as an associate.
Jeffrey G. Adachi has been
elected Vice president of the
Asian American Bar Associa-
tion of the Greater Bay
Area.
Jeffrey S. Kaufman has
joined the Merced law firm
of Allen, Cornell, Polgar &
Prtoietti.
Gary Micon and Mark
Goldsmith have reactivated
"Cubs Fans at Hastings."
Both are practicing business
and commercial tort litiga-
tion at Finkle, Hersh & Stoll
in Los Angeles.
Thomas Stewart has
joined Trainor, Robertson,
Smits & Wade, a commercial
real estate law firm in Sacra-
mento.
Sun M eShalit has
oined the recently formned
M. Thomas Jacobson and
Tomas C. Wood '68 have
completed a new book Land-
Use Initiatives and Refer
enda in lCalifornia.
Gail I. Jaffe has been
appointed to the position of
Deputy Public Defender I,
with the Los Angeles County
Public Defender.
Kirk Wallace has joined
the Greenbrae, CA law firm
of Brekhus, Williams &
Wester.
class of
James H awalt has joined
the Greenbrae, CA law firm
of Brekhus, Williams &
Wester.
Charis L. Moore has
been selected as the first
Fred Korematsu Civil Rights
Fellow with the Asian Law
Caucus.
Leutrell M.C. Osborne
has joined the San Francisco
City Attorney's Office.
Rebecca J. Riley has
been appointed to the
position of Deputy Public
Defender I, with the Los
Angeles County Public
Defender.
Paul A. Dorris has accepted
a position with the Sacra-
mento firm of Wilke, Fleury,
Hoffelt, Gould & Birney.
Steven Haskins has
joined the Lakeport, CA
office of Bronson, ronson
& McKinnon.
Jeanmarie Klngenbeck
has been appointed to the
position of Deputy Public
Defender I, with the L.A.
County Public Defender.
Randy Thomas has
joined the misdemeanor
prosecution team of the
Ventura County District
Attorney's Office.
Paul Tourangen is an
associate at the SF firm of
Landels, Ripley & Diamoind.
n Memoriam
Hon. James Bowles, '61
Kathryn Casey, '39
Ralph L. Coffman, '59
James Goebel, '84
John B. Harman, '36
James A. Hunt, '69
Charles W. Luther, '58
Anthony N.
Perovich, '38
Ernest C. Savory, '34
Joseph F. Vokoun, '48
Fredrik S. Waiss, '40
Gene G. Walton, '59
R. E. Wolfe, '42
Lawrence . Young, '24
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lectured on alternative
dispute resolution and
worked on his translation of
a Japanese labor law treatise
by Professor Kazuo Sugeno
of Tokyo University Law
Faculty. In December of
1989 he was a guest of the
Japan Institute of Labor in
Tokyo doing further re-
search and writing.
Also, the 1990 Supplement to
his book Alternative Dispute
Resolution was published by
West Publishing Company in
March 1990.
Associate Academic Dean
David Levine and Professor
Keith Wingate have signed a
contract with the West
Publishing Co. for a new
textbook, "Cases and
Materials on California Civil
Procedure." The manuscript
is due in the fall of 1990.
Professor Peter K. Maier
has accepted an appoint-
ment as Chair to the Com-
mittee of Professional
Advisors for The Buck
Center on Aging, part of the
Buck Foundation in Marin
County, CA.
Professor Melissa Nelken's
article "Has the Chancellor
Shot Himself in the Foot?
Looking for a Middle
Ground on Rule 11 Sanc-
tions" appeared in 41
Hastings L.J. 383 (January
1990). She has been asked to
serve on the Executive
Committee of the A.A.L.S.
Section on Litigation this
year.
Professor Rudolf
Schlesinger's review of
"Introduction to Greek
Law" by Professors K.D.
Kerameus and P.J. Kozyris
was published in 37 Ameni-
can Journal of Comparative
Law 825 (1989). Also, on the
occasion of the Ninth Annual
Symposium presented by the
Hastings International
and Comparative Law
Review on March 24, 1990,
entitled "EEC 1992: Emerg-
ing Legal Issues Affecting the
U.S. Legal and Business
Community," he moderated
a panel discussion on
"Movement of People and
Professionals."
Professor Scott Sudby
recently published an article
on the reasonable doubt
rule in the Hastings Law
Journal. The article led to a
written 'dialogue' with
Professor Louis B.
Schwartz on the topic,
which was published in a
later issue of the Law
Journal. Another article on
whether the California
Constitution has a state
action requirement will
be published by the Hastings
Constitutional Law Quar-
terly as part of a symposium
on the California Constitu-
tion.
Professor Sundby also
recently lectured trial judges
from various states on recent
developments in the death
penalty as part of a program
sponsored by the National
Judicial College. He will be
speaking on the constitution-
ality of the Tennessee death
penalty statute to the
Tennessee Judicial Confer-
ence later this spring and on
the Utah death penalty
statute to the Utah Judicial
Conference in April.
Professor D. Kelly Weis-
berg gave a keynote address
on the topic of juvenile
justice to an international
audience of 600 persons at
the Shawbridge Youth
Center Conference in
Montreal. She has completed
publication of her co-author-
ed casebook (with Robert
Mnookin), Child, Family
and State: Materials on
Children and the Law (2d
ed., Little, Brown and Co.)
She also recently signed a
contract for another
casebook on Family Law:
Cases, Materials and
Problems (Little, Brown &
Co., forthcoming). In June
1990 she will give a confer-
ence presentation on "'The
Adequary of Specific Per-
formance as a Remedy in
Surrogate Parenting Cases"
at the First International
Conference on Equity at the
Hebrew University Faculty
of Law, Jerusalem, Israel.
Professor Stephaie
Wildman's article "Inter-
gration in the '80's: The
Dream of Diversity and the
Cycle of Exclusion" 'will
appear in 64 lulane Law
Review #6 this Spring. 1cr
book review of Doing Away
with Tort Law by Stephen
Sugarman will appear in the
University of Miami Law
Review this Spring and a
review essay, "The Power of
Women," commenting on
Catharine Mackinnon's
Toward a Feminist Theory
of the State will appear in
the Spring issue of the Yale
Journal of Law and Feminism.
bree Retire From Faculty
hree veteran faculty members
have retired this year leaving
behind more than friends, but also a
strong legacy of teaching and scholarship.
Professor Thomas H. Rothwell
Professor Rothwell obtained his B.S. in
business administration at Berkeley in 1948
and his J.D. at Hastings in 1951. Before
coming to Hastings he worked as chief of law
staff and chief executive officer for the Legal
Aid Society of Alameda and the Legal Aid
Society of San Francisco. He became a part
time member of the faculty in 1964 and
commenced teaching full time in 1971. He
has had extensive civil and criminal practice
experience and for eight years divided his
time between teaching and sitting on the U.S.
District Court for the Northern District of
California as a United States magistrate. He
taught criminal law, evidence, evidence-
advocacy, pre-trial practice and seminar and
trial practice clinic.
Professor Thomas and Mrs. Anne Rothwell
Professor Jerome Hall
Professor Hall, senior member of the 65
Club, was educated at Chicago, Columbia
and Harvard Universities. After practicing
law for six years, he began his teaching
career at the University of North Dakota. He
has taught at several other law schools in this
country and at the University of London,
Friends and former students Elaine Ercolini '87
and Nan Castle '83 join Professor Jerome Hall at
his retirement.
England and Freiburg University, Germany,
and has lectured in more than 25 countries
on two trips around the world. At Indiana
University, in university-wide competition,
Professor Hall was the second member of the
faculty to receive the medal for distinguished
classroom teaching. He is a member of the
China Academy, and past president of the
American Society for Political and Legal
Philosphy; in 1978 the honorary LL.D. was
conferred on him by Tubingen University.
Professor Hall's Law, Social Science and
Criminal Theory was published in 1982, and
the fourth edition of the Hall, Force, George
Casebook on Criminal Law was published in
1983. He taught at Hastings for 19 years,
retiring at the age of 89.
Professor Paul E. Basye
Professor Basye had been at Hastings since
1948 and taught several courses in probate
and property law and also estate planning.
He received his undergraduate degree from
the University of Missouri, specializing in
mathematics, physics and English literature,
and his J.D. from University of Chicago. He
was in private practice for 12 years before
accepting a fellowship at the University of
Michigan, where he did research both in
probate and property law. Being at Michigan
during WWII, he was also asked to teach
courses in physics to the air force which was
training men for work in meteorology. He
received an LL.M. and S.J.D. from Michi-
gan. In 1984 he was awarded an honorary
degree of Doctor of Science by the University
of Missouri.
Professor Paul and Mrs. Margaret Basye
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Great News!O xVer 121100 first time contributiors have
joiitied the list (f Hastings supporters
this year. As of March 1. 1990 grads and
fiends had contributed $826.000 to
Hla.tiing. moving the college closer to its
1 .000.000 goal.
TIhe following pages recognize the mem-
hers of the gixing clubs of' I tastings College of
the Lai from Jul 1. 1989 to March 1. 1990.
Thi% is a preliminary list. if' you find any
errors or omissions please contact the
Deelopment Office at 200 Mc Allister Street.
SF. 94102.
[he college honors thesze alumni and
friend% whose gifts add immeasurably to the
quality of legal education at IHastings.
Thank you for xour suppor't.
1066 CLUB
$1,066-$4,999
James R, Bancroft 49
Philip W Bartenetti 70
Prof. Paul E Bayse
Stephen D Bomes '71
Hon, Willie L. Brown Jr 58
Terrence A. Callan 64
William C Carr 62
Merle C Chambers 77
Hon William R
Channell 49
Jerry M. Custis '79
Joseph E Deering Jr 71
Edward M. Digardi 47
John Francis Digardi '28
Harold S. Dobbs 42
Dennis P. Dorman 71
Fritz L. Duda 64
Myron E Etienne Jr. 52
Betty M. Falk 46
L Richard Fischer '70
C Randolph Fishburn 81
M Wainwright Fishburn Jr.
81
Valerie Anne Fontaine 79
Keith S Fraser '61
Eugene L. Freeland 51
Wallace S Fujiyama
James C. Hagedorn 63
A.W. Ham Jr 48
Gayle W Higaki
Paul F Higaki Jr. '80
Madalyn Hoberg
Randolph L. Howard '74
Prof. William T Hutton
Raymond J. Ikola 74
Clayton R. Jackson '68
Max Killian Jamison Sr 45
Prof Mary Kay Kane
George King 58
John T. Knox 52
Philip M. Knox Jr 49
Bert T Kobavashi Jr 65
Hon Annette LaRue '52
Academic Dean Daniel J
and Beverly Lathrope
Car' A. Leonard 68
Matthew Levitan 76
Prof Stephen A. Lind
Kneeland H Lobner 44
Thomas J MacBride Jr '75
James E. Mahoney 66
Prof Peter K, Maier
Charlotte N. Makoff 87
Jeffrey Taylor Makoff 85
Douglas C McClure 69
H.i L'Mike McCormick 61
Th'omas E. Miller 73
Bernard W Neoenzahi 66
tdwir N. Ness 54
Stephen 6 Newton '67
Peter P.J. Ng 64
John E. Nordin I '69
John F 0'Hara '46
William Poeschl
Ralph M Pray IIl '67
Aletha R. Ragan
Robert Ramsey Jr '73
Dean Frank T. Read
Elizabeth B. Richards '57
Harold H Robinson 65
Jane Rummel
Dwight M. Rush 53
Robert Sakai '74
Philip M, Savage III 67
Francis 0. Scarpulla '67
Barry A. Schulman 64
Prof Stephen Schwarz
Prof Warren Shattuck
Garrin James Shaw '68
Walter Shorenstein
James K. Smith 65
Jane Peterson Smith '75
John K. "Jack Smith '54
John A. Sproul
Marvin Sussman '50
John Keith Tempel '67
Paul J Ten Doesschate '54
Richard J, Thalheimer '74
Brian David Thiessen 67
Joseph M Thornhill 71
Robert Tourtelot '64
Thomas Van Voorhis '59
Kristian D. Whitten '73
Alfred Mun Kong Wong '64
Benjamin N Wyatt 61
James B Young '69
Jackson Yuen '83
Martin I Zankel '74
1066 CLUB DONORS
Joan Altman
Mary Ann Barngrover 76
Jay C Egenes
Prof Wm. Ray Forrester
Gloria M Hazelton
Suzanne T Kerbs
Harlan B Kistler
Diane Wear Larrabee '80
Prof. Evan Lee
Robert M. Padia
John K 'Jack' Smith '54
M W Stratford
Lisa Marie Visingardi
John Wallace Watson '84
Kristian D. Whitten '73
Hon Philip C Wilkins '39
James Craig Williams
MATCHING GIFTS
Chevron USA Inc.
Cravath. Swaine & Moore
Equitabie Real Estate
Management inc.
Gibson. Dunn & Crutcher
GTE Foundation
Pacific Enterprises
Peat Marwick Main
Foundation
William Penn Foundation
Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro
Revlon Foundation
San Francisco Foundation
Security Pacific
Foundation
Simpson Fund
Skadden. Arps. Slate.
Meagher & Flom
Transamerica Foundation
Watkins-Johnson
White & Case
SPECIAL GIFTS
Wilke. Fleury. Hoffelt &
Gould
CORPORATE/
FOUNDATION GIFTS
Franklin Cole Foundation
Committee to Retain Judge
Douglas Munson
Epport & Kaseff
Gray, Cary. Ames & Frye
Haesloop & Kent
Jewish Community Endow-
ment Fund
Richard Coyle Lilly
Foundation
O'Melveny & Myers
INSTITUTIONAL DONORS
Regents of the University of
California
THE HASTINGS
ROUNDTABLES
HASTINGS PARTNERS
$500 - $999
Hon. Nat A. Agliano '59
Joan L. Cassman '77
Dana Michael Cole 79
Edward L. Fanucchi 67
Robert C, Field '60
Robert E. Freitas 77
Kennard M. Goodman '81
Marlin W. Haley '34
Carl E. Hayes 76
James Edgar Hervey '50
Clinton W. Holland '73
George King '58
Samuel J. Mercer Jr. '36
Wendell K. Pang '70
Stanley M. Roden '66
Prof, Stephen Schwarz
Bernard P. Simons 67
Larry L. Smith '75
David Vaughn Stiles '76
Thomas W. Stoever '60
Michael D. Tom '75
Wayne Veatch Sr '35
Thomas L. Woodruff '65
HASTINGS ASSOCIATES
$250-$499
Philip Adams '38
James Michael Allen 71
Spencer R. Alter '57
Janet Ambrozek 77
Leslie G. Anderson '64
Harry G. Andrews '52
Robert 0. Appleton Jr. '70
Hon. Robert K. Barber 48
Stanley L. Bauer '51
Richard S. Berger 67
Kenneth W Bolinger '72
Anthony R. Brookman 53
John M. Brown 79
Bruce J. Christenson 63
Albert G. Clark Jr '63
C. Don Clay '81
Douglas A. Emerick '86
John F. Donovan 63
Carmen A. Estrada '77
William F Flahavan Jr. '71
Kenneth J. Florence 74
William E Freedman '53
Marc D. Garfinkle 78
Leon J. Gladstone 76
William A. Gould Jr. 63
Hon. Sheldon H,
Grossfeld '59
Steven H. Gurnee '75
Raymond L. Hanson '36
William R. Harmsen 71
Candace J. Heisler 72
Thomas A.E. Hesketh 79
Barbara Ann Hickman 84
Hon, Ernest M.
Hiroshige '70
Harvey Wm, Hoffman '50
Douglas Toyne Hotes '84
Seymour Israel '72
Michael M. Johnson '76
Russell L. Johnson 72
Stephen J. Kane '76
Michael Kershaw '51
Roy B. Kirkorian '70
Lois R. Limbach '82
George M, Lindahl '74
Hon. Charles A. Loring '38
Joseph D, Magri '77
Kenneth M. Malovos 69
Rachel Markun 81
Scott A. Martin 73
Paula Devens
Matayoshi 81
Lee Mermelstein '67
Jerome Allan
Montgomery 64
David G. Moore 64
Robert A. Muhlbach '76
Peter Scott Myers '84
Jonathan Novak '79
Michael FOConnor '71
Wm. Patrick O'Connor 62
Charles E. Osthimer III 71
Ellen 0 Pfaff 77
Donald Primavera '76
Ellis D, Reiter Jr. '63
James F. Rogers 57
Prof. Thomas H.
Rothwell '51
Gerald Y. Sekiya 68
Cathy Mendelson Siegel '76
Richard C, Smith 68
Richard L. Sorem 68
Claude M. Stern '80
Harold A. Stone 55
Prof. Raymond L. Sullivan
William R. Sweeney 52
Kern Easton Tindall '49
Richard J. Tuckerman '61
Francesca Turner
Ronald K. Van Wert 68
Alan J, Vogl '66
Thomas A. Vyse 62
Hon. Reginald M Watt '39
Morry Paul Weinstein '70
Randall W. Wulff '74
Randall Y. Yamamoto 82
HASTINGS
COUNSELORS
$100-$249
Hon. Richard W. Abbe '53
Eric Marshall Abramson '81
Douglass M. Adams 53
Lorraine Hiroko Akiba '81
Craig C. Alexander 77
Jack C. Alhadeff 64
James Monroe Allen '71
John W Allured '78
Bryce C. Anderson 70
Michael B. Anderson '67
Robert M. Anderson 77
Eugen C. Andres 68
Hon. LawrenceG.
Antolini 65
Anthony G Arien 78
Maya Lynne Armour 86
Yoichi John Asari 69
Bill E. Atkisson '52
Carolyn S. Attkisson 75
Robert L. Bacon '51
Daniel W. Baker 49
Deborah L. Baldocchi 89
II Y Bang 87
H. E, "Bert' Barker. Jr 63
Constance O'Brien
Bartholomew 78
David John Becht 82
Gregory Michael Beck '78
Thomas Lane Becket '76
Frank 0 Bell '66
R. Lance Belsome 85
Ronald Scott Bemis '76
Marc L. Benezra '85
Hon. Richard A. Bennett '73
Arnold I Benningson '72
Howard R. Benson 56
Carol J Bergmann
Robert Bishop '63
Richard Guy Blair '75
Terrence J. Bonham 63
Brian T Borders '80
Viggo Boserup 69
John C. Bost '73
Hon. Robert L. Bostick 49
Prof. Patricia C.
Bradford 81
William R, Bragg '76
David Bruce Brearley '69
Claudia M. Brooks '79
Lorne J, Brown 64
Peter S, Browne '76
Mark Brownstein 76
Thomas K. Buck '76
Ronald Buckly '78
Betty C. Bullock '79
Timothy Patrick Burns '89
Mary E. Butler '76
Helen M. Cake 72
Hon. David W Calfee 49
Mark Alan Cameron '81
John L. Cammack 73
Joel Carash '67
Robert E. Carlson '58
Walter M. Carlson. Jr. 74
Stephen R. Casaleggio '69
Edna F. Cash-Dudley '82
Harry W. R. Chamberlain II
'80
Dennis Wendell Chang '86
Hon. Richard F, Charvat '63
Ronald C. Chauvel '78
Christina Yu-Ching
Chen'78
Richard C Chier'65
Keith S. K Ching 74
Peter W. Clapp '82
Daniel Clark 87
William S. Clark '63
Lisa Coughlin Clay '81
David W. Clingman 75
Hugh R. Coffin '67
Harold R. Collins. Jr '64
Mark Scott Collins '74
Jack L. Collison 62
Harrison Finley
Comstock '56
John Robert Connelly '81
Michael N. Conneran '88
Hon. J. Hilary Cook '58
M. Stephen Coontz 70
Judith M. Copeland '74
Craig Lee Corren '66
Arthur W Corse 70
Priscilla Jane Cortez 87
Margaret Ann Costello for
Richard Costello 34
Robert W. Crabtree 66
John W. Crawford '77
Douglas George Crosby '69
William J Cruzen 67
Thomas R. Curry '70
James R. Cutright 63
Paul H Cyril 62
Julia A Dahlberg '86
Paul N. Daigle '68
Anthony P. David 67
Richard Davidoff 78
Susan K. Davidoff '79
Douglas B. Davidson '73
John J. Davis Jr. 75
James B De Golia '76
Judith A. DeFranco 89
Stephen P Dena 86
Harold R, Densmore 51
John R. Desha Ill 72
Donald William Detisch 70
Warren C. Deutsch 62
Robin J. Dezember 69
Marcello M, D! Mauro '73
Lucia Marie Diamond 82
Howard G. Dickenson 50
Norbert J. Dickman '73 Robert M. Holstein Jr. 71
George A. Dickson 64 Ngai Ho Hong 40
Hon. Leonard Dieden 40 Walton D V Hong69
Richard A. Dinnebier '73 Craig A Houghton '79
Kevin Domecus 79 William K.Houston 111'66
McMorris M. Dow '50 Gregg B. Hovey 83
Michael D. Dowling 66 Ralph B. Hoyt54
Scoff John Drexel '75 Helen Yuen Hing Hui'74
Kenneth B, Drost '78 Rebecca A. Hull 81
Michael B. Dufficy 63 Donald L.Humphreys'64
Richard Arthur Dumke 66 Hon. David E Hunter '67
Hon. James Duvaras Jr. '54 William T Hunter Jr,'68
Dorsey K. Dwelle 40 Joseph R. Igelmund'71
Kevin M. Dyer '79 Roy H. lkeda'74
Alan Jay Eakin 69 Lawrence N. C. Ing'66
Stephen K. Easton 70 W. Ronald Ingram '62
Thomas E, Edwards '74 Lawrence Iser'80
Steven J. Elie 87 Lester J. Ishado '75
Robert Elliott '84 V James Jackl'68
Douglas A. Emerick 86 Allan Kirk Jacobi '85
Allan V. Emmert '74 Gary Paul Jacobs '69
Trudy A. Ernst 78 Peter McKible Jacobs '69
Paul Escobosa '75 Howard A. Janssen '69
Thomas C. Fallgatter 73 Hon Thomas M.
Daniel G. Farthing '71 Jenkins'49
Alison Smith Fay '81 Hon William E. Jensen'51
Steven H. Felderstein '73 Edward Jew '73
Hon. Marvin E. Ferguson 52 Craig R.Johnston'67
Thomas R. Fier '77 David Arthur Jones Jr,'85
Gennaro August Filice Ill 74 Michael D. Joseph78
Timothy H. Fine Sheri E. Taplitz Joseph '81
Henry E. Fink '87 James R.Judge73
Bernard J. Fischbach '70 Ronald Emil Kaldor 69
Michael J, Fish '80 Scott L. Kays'76
Michael M. Fleming 75 Frank PKelly 111 '78
Charles M. Floren 74 Joseph 1.Kelly 58
Harry David Flowers 71 Parker S. Kennedy 73
Brian L. Forbes '74 H Sinclair Kerr Jr.74
Kevin Mark Forbush '88 sam CKhoury73
Michael L. Freed '74 Campbell Killefer'77
Samuel Frizell 64 Edward Vincent King Jr,'78
Jessie C. Furness 83 Michael J.Kinkelaar'82
Joseph H. Furtado '80 John C. Kinney 49
John A. Garcia '81 Mark Alexander Klein '71
Stephen K. Gardner '75 E Barry Kine66
Cynthia A. Garrett 76 Marilyn Klinger'78
Robert Charles Kenneth M. Klug72
Gebhardt 70 Steven Koch '84
Richard J, Geddes 74 Roy Jerome Koegen '74
Steven John Gee '88 Philip D Kohn '79
Richard Lawrence George Kornievsky78
Gerould '81 David H. Kremer '78
Dennis W. Ghan 77 Henry CKrivetsky'60
Gerry R. Ginsberg 69 David S. Kupetz 86
Clement L. Glynn '73 Joseph A. LaMantia'72
William J. Goines 74 Bill H. Lampi'65
Neal M. Goldstein 78a a
G. Edward Goodwin '40 Jh nrwLrmr 7
Hon. Frank A. Grande '65 Mr .Lre 7
John A. Granger '76 C.ngdLro'7
Maureen A. Grattan '81 RoetELuhi'4
Arthur W. Gray Jr. '52 NnyFaznLa6
Milton Charles Grimes '73 Goi e 8
Reynold J. Gualco 48 BueLgre 7
Jerrel L. Guerino 67 JaeS.Lih7
Gary E. Gunderman '61 Jh .Ljik 7
Peter M. Gwosdof 63 MideWLvn'3
Eric R. Haas '76RoeEeKLwi'8
Thomas A. Haeuser '73 JonSCLi'8
RobrtL.age'7Roward MW HLsin J.78
Donald J. Hamman '80 Rebecca Litteneker'83
James F. Hann 77 Tom Low'76
Ian Hardcastle '89 Steven Flint Lowe'71
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